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ABSTRACT 
 
The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) is an explorer-class planet finder, whose principal goal is to detect 
small planets with bright host starts in the solar neighborhood. The TESS payload consists of four identical cameras with 
seven optical elements each that include various types of Ohara glass substrates. The successful implementation both 
panchromatic and thermal lens assembly designs for these cameras requires a fairly accurate (up to 1E-6) knowledge of 
the temperature and wavelength dependence of the refractive index in the wavelength and temperature range of 
operation.  Hence, this paper is devoted to report on measurements of the refractive index over the wavelength range of 
0.42—1.15 um and temperature range of 110—310 K for the following Ohara glasses: S-LAH55, S-LAH55V, S-
LAH59, S-LAM3, S-NBM51, S-NPH2, S-PHM52, and S-TIH14.  The measurements were performed utilizing the 
Cryogenic High Accuracy Refraction Measuring System (CHARMS) facility at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.  
A dense coverage of the absolute refractive index for the title substrates in the aforementioned wavelength and 
temperature ranges was used to determine the thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT) and dispersion relation (dn/dλ) as a 
function of wavelength and temperature.  A comparison of the measured indices with literature values, specifically the 
temperature-dependent refractive indices of S-PHM52 and S-TIH14, will be presented.   
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Cryogenic High Accuracy Refraction Measuring System (CHARMS) was developed at Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC), primarily in support of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), to measure cryogenic refractive 
indices (at temperatures as low as 15 K) with unparalleled accuracy using minimum deviation refractometry.1,2  Using a 
subset of CHARMS’ available wavelength and temperature capabilities, novel index measurements of eight Ohara 
glasses have been conducted in support of the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission.3  Briefly, the TESS 
mission is designed to detect small planets by monitoring the luminosity of a bright host stars in the solar neighborhood.  
As the planets transit the host star, the TESS satellite will extract information about the size, orbital period, and 
atmospheric signatures of the planet.  The TESS payload consists of four identical cameras and a Data Handling Unit 
(DHU) fitted with CCD detectors and associated electronics. Each camera consist of a lens assembly with seven optical 
elements that include various types of Ohara glass substrates. The successful determination of the aforementioned 
exoplanet data relies on highly accurate knowledge of how the satellite’s optical components behave over a broad 
wavelength range, and throughout the scope of environmental conditions encountered on orbit.   
 
This paper reports the absolute index of refraction over the wavelength range 0.41—1.15 um and temperature range 
110—310 K of the following Ohara glasses: S-LAH55, S-LAH55V, S-LAH59, S-LAM3, S-NBM51, S-NPH2, S-
PHM52, and S-TIH14.  Furthermore, two test articles, which are prisms in this report, from the same glass melt were 
measured to gauge intra-melt variability, and hence the consistency to which the glassmaker can produce an identical 
material.  In this study we have observed, for the first time ever, convincing intra-melt variability on the order of a few 
times our uncertainty (cf. Section 4.0) for the two S-LAH55v prisms examined, and will henceforth be considered 
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distinct prisms.  All CHARMS measurements were taken in a high vacuum (~ 1e-5 Torr) environment, so that the index 
of the surrounding medium is negligible.   
 

2.0 PRESENTATION OF MEASURED INDEX DATA 
 
CHARMS utilizes the exacting method of minimum deviation refractometry (light transits the prism parallel to the non-
refracting face) to obtain the real part of the refractive index, n.  Minimum deviation refractometry has an advantage 
over other techniques to obtain refractive index (e.g., Kramers-Kronig transformation of broadband optical spectra) 
because it represents an absolute measurement.  A detailed description of the data acquisition and data reduction 
processes of CHARMS is documented elsewhere.1  Raw index data as a function of temperature and wavelength are fit 
to a Sellmeier model of the following form:  
 

 
 
where the Si terms represent the strengths of theoretical resonance features at center frequencies defined by their 
respectively indexed λi’s.  Assuming both the strengths and center frequencies to be a function of temperature, one can 
apply the first three terms of the summation (j=3) to generate adequate fits of smoothly varying index spectra over 
temperature and wavelength space.  Typical generated Sellmeier fits agree with the raw measured index values to less 
than our measurement uncertainties (cf. Section 4.0).  The Sellmeier model has been widely successful in generating 
highly accurate index data within the fit’s range of applicability.  We stress the importance of not applying the Sellmeier 
fit to glasses beyond the temperature and wavelength range of applicability, as extrapolations have historically led to 
disappointing performances in as-built lenses.  The temperature and wavelength applicability range of Sellmeier 
models presented in this study is 115 K ≤ T ≤ 300 K; 0.42 µm ≤ λ ≤ 1.1 µm, respectively.  Note that the applicability 
range of the fit is slightly smaller than the quoted measured range of 110 K ≤ T ≤ 310 K; 0.416 µm ≤ λ ≤ 1.15 µm to 
avoid uncertainties in derivatives.   
 

3.0 MEASUREMENT DETAILS AND FIT COEFFICIENTS 
 
Table 1 details the apex angle, number of independent index measurements taken, and the average value of the modulus 
of the difference between the raw data point and the fitted point for each independent index value.  The measurement of 
prism apex angle is noteworthy as it uses an ultra-high resolution electronic nulling autocollimator to determine the 
angle between adjacent refracting faces of the prism.  The apex measurement is repeated for four separate orientations 
spaced by 90° on a spindle platform to remove any systematic errors.  For the seven sets of prisms that exhibited 
negligible intra-melt variability, only one associated apex value is reported.  Table 2 contains the temperature-dependent 
Sellmeier coefficients to third order.  We have observed that fourth order fits have insignificant contribution to the 
average absolute fit residual.  All 24 variables of the third order Sellmeier equation were free for optimization under the 
constraint that a positive overall value is generated on the left side of equation 1 
 

Table 1.  Prism ID, apex angle, number of beam deviations contributing to Sellmeier fit, and average absolute fit residual. 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 

 

Table 2.  Coefficients for the temperature-dependent Sellmeier fit of absolute refractive of S-LAH55, S-LAH55v-1, S-
LAH55v-2, S-LAH59, S-LAM3, S-NBM51, S-NPH2, S-PHM52, and S-TIH14.   
 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
4.0 MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES AND RESULTS 

 
Table 3. Calculated uncertainties for respective prisms. 
 

The design of CHARMS is geared toward minimizing all 
sources of systematic error associated with refractometry to 
achieve the highest available precision over all temperature 
and wavelength space.  An extensive discussion of 
CHARMS’ four most significant contributors to index 
errors has been previously published.4  A brief overview 
follows.  At the condition of minimum deviation, the index 
of refraction of a material is defined by following 
expression:  

 
 
where α is the angle between refracting faces and δ is the 
deviation angle subtended by the refracting light.  The apex 
angle measurement, as detailed in Section 3.0, produces 0.3 
arcsecond accuracy.  The deviation angle, defined by the 
angle between an unimpeded beam of light and the 
refracted beam of light, is recorded by steering both beams 
of light towards the same detector.  The angle of the pick-
off mirror used to steer the light is evaluated via absolute 
rotary encoders with diametrically opposed read stations.  
The encoders read out the bearing angle accurately to less 
than 0.00003° with a peak noise less than 0.00001°.  
(Identical encoders read the apex measurement’s spindle 
angle when the nulling autocollimator alignment is 
optimum.)  In addition to α and δ, wavelength and 
temperature are the other dominant sources of error.  
Moreover, knowledge of wavelength can be a function of 
wavelength itself—the same is true for temperature being a 
function of temperature itself.  The extent to which both 
wavelength and temperature influence the uncertainty in a 
material’s index depends on how the index varies with 
regards to that respective parameter.  Therefore, when 
calculating uncertainty it is important to examine the 
spectral dispersion (dn/dλ) and the thermo-optic coefficient 
(dn/dT).  We extract both of the aforementioned parameters 
analytically by computing derivatives of the Sellmeier 
equation.  Once the constituent uncertainties are uncovered, 
one must appropriately incorporate them into the overall 
uncertainty.   
 
The uncertainties of all prisms in this study at selected 
wavelengths and temperature are reported in Table 3.  In 
the subsections that follow, each prism will be discussed 
and compared within the family of glasses determined by 
Ohara.  General statements will be made regarding the 
optical properties extracted and comparisons to the entire 
group of prisms will be made. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
4.1  S-LAH55 
 
The absolute refractive indices of two prisms of S-LAH55 were measured and deemed to exhibit negligible intra-melt 
variability.  The two sets of measurements were combined into one data file.  The absolute index and spectral dispersion 
of S-LAH55, as generated from Sellemeier coefficients, are depicted in the top two panels of Figure 1.  The dispersion is 
negative and the absolute index becomes lower with decreasing temperature, an effect more clearly visible in the 
thermo-optic coefficient graph in the lower panel of Figure 1.  The temperature dependence of the index of S-LAH55 is 
more pronounced at the lower wavelength end, possibly due to a noticeable temperature dependence in the material’s 
interband electronic transitions in the ultraviolet range.  Table 4 lists values of the quantities plotted in Figure 1 at 
selected wavelengths.   
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fit of S-LAH55 consisted of 1662 independent deviations and produced an 
average absolute residual of 4.4E-6.  One of the two S-LAH55 prisms was cooled and measured on two separate days.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-LAH55.  

Table 4. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-LAH55.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.2 S-LAH55v-1 
 
As highlighted in Section 1.0, the two Ohara prisms of S-LAH55v provided the first-ever opportunity to observe intra-
melt variability within a set of prisms (i.e., both prisms were formed from the same glass boule).  S-LAH55v-1 was 
found to be systematically lower in absolute index than S-LAH55v2 by 4.0E-5 to 5.0E-5, which is a few times greater 
than our extracted uncertainty over the majority of our temperature and wavelength range.  The absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic coefficient of S-LAH55 generated from Sellmeier coefficients are depicted in the top two 
panels of Figure 1.  Values of the aforementioned quantities at selected temperatures and wavelengths are delineated in 
Table 5.  A brief comparison to the previously discussed S-LAH55 parent material is noteworthy. At the short 
wavelength limit, S-LAH55v-1 is lower in absolute index than S-LAH55 at all temperatures (2.0E-5 at 120 K and 2.6 E-
5 at 300 K).  Ironically at the long wavelength limit, S-LAH55v-1 is higher than S-LAH55 by 2.1E-5 at 120 K and 1.8 
E-5 at 300 K.  The crossover wavelength is approximately 0.95 µm at 120 K and shifts to 1.005 µm at 300 K.  S-
LAH55v-1 exhibits a greater spread in the computed thermo-optic coefficient as compared to S-LAH55. 
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fit of S-LAH55v-1 consisted of 435 independent deviations and produced an 
average absolute residual of 3.7E-6.  One of the two S-LAH55 prisms was cooled and measured on two separate days.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-LAH55v-1.  

Table 5. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-LAH55v-1.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.3 S-LAH55v-2 
 
The S-LAH55v-2 prism studied was found to be systematically higher (4.0E-5 to 5.0E-5) than S-LAH55v-1 over the 
entire wavelength and temperature range, and hence deemed to exhibit intra-melt variability.  (Uncertainty values and 
systematic leveling between index curves are the primary factors used to determine the existence of intra-melt 
variability.)  The S-LAH55v-2 absolute index is also higher than the parent S-LAH55 for all wavelengths and 
temperatures measured.  Interestingly, the calculated thermo-optic coefficient traces of S-LAH55v-2 for temperatures 
120 K and 150 K converge between 0.6 and 0.9 µm and diverge at the long and short wavelength limits.   
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fit of S-LAH55v-2 consisted of 739 independent deviations and produced an 
average absolute residual of 3.6E-6.   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-LAH55v-2.  

Table 6. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-LAH55v-2.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.4  S-LAH59 
 
One of the S-LAH59 prisms was subject to two full cool-downs and the other was measured extensively at room-
temperature.  Comparing room-temperature absolute index and dispersion values, we conclusively determined that both 
S-LAH59 prisms were approximately identical.  According to the Ohara naming convention of glasses,5 S-LAH59 and 
S-LAH55 are very similar, yet they are grouped into two different families of glasses (55 vs 59) within the 
environmentally safe (hence the leading “S”) subset.  Both prisms contain the same two salient elements, hence the 
“LA” commonality.  The presumable similarities motivate the following comparison: S-LAH59 has an overall lower 
absolute index and less dispersion (top and middle panels of Figure 4) than the S-LAH55 glass family.  The computed 
thermo-optic coefficient, depicted in the lower panel of Figure 4, is nearly exclusively positive except for the long 
wavelength range near 150 K.  Furthermore, the thermo-optic coefficient at 120 K begins to rise non-uniformly at all 
wavelengths, crossing both the 150 K trace at ~0.715 µm and the 180 K trace at 0.98 µm.  Selected data points defining 
the curves in Figure 4 are listed in Table 7.   
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fit of S-LAH59 consisted of 764 independent deviations and an average absolute 
residual of 3.6E-6, which is in the same range of fit quality as the S-LAH55 family.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 4. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-LAH59.  

Table 7. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-LAH59.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.5  S-TIH14 
 
S-TIH14 represents another prism measured with a “high” refractive index (according to the Ohara glass catalog) as 
signified by the “H” as the fourth letter in the name, although the two most essential constituent materials in the glass 
vary from the previous two prisms (TI vs LA).  Similar to S-LAH59, only one prism of S-TIH14 was cooled to base 
temperature, so the room-temperature data was used to verify insignificant intra-melt variability.  Compared to S-LAH55 
and S-LAH59 prisms, S-TIH14 was measured to have a greater spectra dispersion (more negative) throughout the entire 
wavelength and temperature range (see Figure 5 middle panel).  The thermo-optic coefficient of S-TIH14 (lower panel 
of Figure 5) begins to decrease with decreasing temperature; however, the trend is not monotonic.  At the long 
wavelength an upturn in the thermo-optic coefficient is evident at 150 K.  At 120 K the trace of the thermo-optic 
coefficient as a function of wavelength has increased non-uniformly to cross the following temperature traces: 150 K at 
0.55 µm, 180 K at 0.72 µm, 200 K at 0.85 µm, and 250 K at 1.09 µm.  Table 8 contains selected values of the quantities 
plotted in Figure 5.   
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fitting of S-TIH14 consisted of 680 independent deviations and an average 
absolute residual of 5.2E-6.  The higher absolute average residual from Sellmeier fitting of S-TIH14 compared to S-
LAH55, S-LAH55v and S-LAH59 is a direct consequence of the greater dispersion in the glass.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-TIH14.  

Table 8. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-TIH14.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.6  S-NPH2 
 
S-NPH2 is the last “high” refractive index prism reported in this paper.  The absolute index of S-NPH2, plotted in the 
top panel of Figure 6, is significantly higher than the S-TIH14, S-LAH59, and S-LAH55 prisms.   The spectral 
dispersion (middle panel Figure 6) is close to double that of S-TIH14 over the whole wavelength and temperature range.  
The thermo-optic coefficient of S-NPH2 (bottom panel of Figure 6) is also vastly dynamic when compared to the other 
high-index prisms. S-NPH2 has the highest overall uncertainties of all prisms reported (cf. Table 3) owing to its high 
index, high spectral dispersion, and high thermo-optic coefficient.  Table 9 contains values of the optical properties 
plotted in Figure 6 at discrete wavelengths and temperatures. 
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fitting encompassed 2561 independent index measurement and yielded an average 
absolute residual of 7.1E-6.  We were able to verify that the two prisms of S-NPH2 exhibited no intra-melt variability.  
Due to our higher uncertainty of S-NPH2, the comparison of the two prisms motivates an elaboration.  The difference 
between the two measurement sets at the short wavelength limit, where our uncertainty is consistently greater, is no 
more than about 2.5 E-5 where our uncertainty is ~7E-5.  At the long wavelength limit (~1 µm) the prisms match to the 
1E-5 level where our uncertainty is nearly 2E-5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-NPH2.  

Table 9. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-NPH2.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
4.7  S-LAM3 
 
Two prisms of S-LAM3 were measured over the full wavelength and temperature spectrum.  Both prisms of S-LAM3 
produced nearly identical absolute index spectra.  S-LAM3 represents the first “medium” index prism according to the 
Ohara glass catalog nomenclature.  Figure 6 depicts the absolute index, spectral dispersion, and thermo-optic coefficient 
respectively.  S-LAM3 exhibits a weaker spectral dispersion as compared to the group of high index prisms reported in 
sections 4.1-4.6.  The thermo-optic coefficient is negative for all wavelengths and temperatures.  At 154 K each 
wavelength simultaneously has a minimum in its dn/dT value, and it subsequently begins to increase towards zero.   
Temperature dependence of the absolute index can be observed at long wavelengths in the top panel plot of Figure 6.   
 
The temperature-dependent Sellmeier fitting of S-LAM3 involved 1811 independent index measurements and resulted in 
an average absolute residual of 3.7E-6.  The combined index data fit for S-LAM3 was comprised of three separate cool-
downs to base temperature to affirm systematics.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 6. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-LAM3.  

Table 9. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-LAM3.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
4.8   S-NBM51 
 
The absolute index, spectral dispersion, and thermo-optic coefficient of S-NMB51 are presented in Figure 7.  S-NBM51 
represents another “medium” index prism from Ohara’s glass catalog.  The measured absolute index of S-NBM51 is 
lower than the index of S-LAM3 by roughly 1.0E-1.  At 1.1 µm and 300 K the spectral dispersion of S-NBM51 is 
slightly less negative than S-LAM3; however, the spectral dispersion is observably greater at the short wavelength range 
of this study.  The crossover wavelength in the spectral dispersion curves of S-LAM3 and S-NMB51 at 300 K can be 
observed at 1.06 µm; the crossover wavelength decreases with decreasing temperature. The thermo-optic coefficient 
exhibits similar behavior to that previously reported in S-TIH14 (subsection 4.5).  The 120 K thermo-optic coefficient 
exhibits both the lowest values at short wavelength, and exhibits the highest values at long wavelength.   
 
No intra-melt variability was observed between the two prisms of S-NBM51 measured.  Table 10 contains choice values 
of the optical properties plotted in Figure 7.  The Sellmeier fitting of S-NBM51 consisted of 575 independent apex 
measurements and resulted in an average absolute residual of 2.6E-6. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 7. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-NBM51.  

Table 10. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-NBM51.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

4.9   S-PHM52 
 
S-PHM52 is the final “middle” index prism measured, and the range of index values draws similarities to S-NBM51 
(subsection 4.8).  The measured absolute index, spectral dispersion, and thermo-optic coefficient of S-PHM52 are 
plotted in the top, middle, and bottom panels of Figure 8, respectively.  Table 11 contains a select number of values of 
the quantities plotted in Figure 8.  The absolute index of S-PHM52 exhibits the strongest temperature dependence of all 
glasses reported in this paper.  The index increases with decreasing temperature across the entire measured wavelength 
range.  S-PHM52 shows a significantly weaker spectral dispersion at all wavelengths and temperatures when compared 
to S-LAM3 and S-NBM51.  S-NBM51 exhibits the greatest (most negative) thermo-optic coefficient of all prisms 
reported herein, and it is one of only two prisms with an exclusively negative thermo-optic coefficient value over the 
entire wavelength and temperature range measured (S-LAM3 being the other).   
 
The indices of the two measured prisms of S-PHM52 overlapped indistinguishably.  The Sellmeier fitting of S-PHM52 
consisted of 613 independent apex measurements and resulted in an average absolute residual of 3.5E-6. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 8. (From top to bottom) 
Traces of absolute index, spectral 
dispersion, and thermo-optic 
coefficient over the measured 
spectral range at selected 
temperatures for S-PHM52.  

Table 11. Values of absolute index, spectral dispersion, 
and thermo-optic coefficient at selected wavelengths for 
temperatures 120 K, 150 K, 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K 
for S-PHM52.  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 
5.0 DISCUSSION 

 
There exists minimal index data at cryogenic temperatures in the literature in general.  Of the eight glasses reported in 
this paper we are fortunate that two of these (S-PHM52 and S-TIH14) have previously reported cryogenic refractive 
indices.6  Prior to the cryogenic comparison, it is of interest to first examine our results on all prisms with those 
published in the Ohara glass catalog.5  Index values published by Ohara represent the statistics from many melts of a  
particular glass type which, considering the lack of high accuracy absolute refractive index measurement of a specific 
melt, represent expectation values of the index as a function of wavelength.  (It should be noted that all Ohara values are 
quoted at ambient pressure and 25° C.) 
 
We scaled Ohara’s catalog index values to their respective vacuum wavelength values by multiplying the index of 
refraction they reported by a constant value of 1.00027.  For our comparison, it is most intuitive to plot the index 
difference between the scaled Ohara value and our CHARMS generated value at 298 K in the overlap region.  The 
results are shown in Figure 9.  An axis break is used because the S-NPH2 prism stands alone as being the most 
discrepant compared with our measurements (a difference of ~2.5E-4).  The other prisms fall into an envelope that is as 
much as 1.1E-4 higher and 5.0E-5 lower than our results.  The computed difference in a number of prisms exhibits a 
downward trend with decreasing wavelength.  The trend is presumably a result of a systematic difference between 
Ohara’s measurements and ours.  Interestingly, the S-LAH55v-2 prism agrees better with the Ohara catalog S-LAH55v 
values for all wavelengths above 0.5 µm.   
 
 

 
 
 
We finally compare our cryogenic index values on S-PHM52 and S-TIH14 to those of Yamamuro et al.6  We overlap the 
results of  Yamamura et al. at the following three wavelengths: 1.01398 µm, 0.54607 µm, and 0.43584 µm.  A similar 
difference plot is shown for comparison in the right and left panels of Figure 10.  The S-TIH14 indices agree better over 
the range of wavelengths and temperatures when compared to the S-PHM52 indices.  Our indices are systematically 
higher than S-TIH14 indices and lower than S-PHM25 indices.  The maximum difference for S-TIH14 is 1.2E-4 
observed at 120 K and 0.43584 µm.  As the wavelength increases, the agreement between S-TIH14 measurements 
converge towards their minimal values.  Conversely, S-PHM52 data agree better at shorter wavelength.  The maximum 
difference is observed at 120 K and 1.01398 µm. 
 

Figure 9.  The difference between Ohara catalog indices (scaled to vacuum) and indices measured on CHARMS at 298 K. 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
6.0 CONCLUSION 

 
We have measured the absolute refractive index of pairs of the following eight Ohara glasses: S-LAH55, S-LAH55V, S-
LAH59, S-LAM3, S-NBM51, S-NPH2, S-PHM52, and S-TIH14 over the wavelength range 0.416—1.15 um and 
temperature range 110—310 K.  We have fit our individual measured index data sets with a temperature-dependent 
Sellmeier model expanded to third order.  Our fits agree well with the raw index data as evidenced by the average 
modulus difference between raw data and modeled data ranging from 3.6E-6 to 7.1E-6.   We have presented the spectral 
dispersion, thermo-optic coefficient, and provided a dense temperature-wavelength matrix of index uncertainty values 
for each prism.  The measured optical properties of all prisms were discussed and compared within their Ohara grouping 
(high and middle).  For the first time ever, the CHARMS instrument has detected intra-melt variability (difference 
between two prisms from the same glass melt) in the S-LAH55v glass family.  S-LAH55v-1 was found to be 
systematically lower in absolute index than S-LAH55v2 by 4.0E-5 to 5.0E-5, which is a few times greater than our 
extracted uncertainty over the majority of our temperature and wavelength space.  Index values of all eight glasses were 
compared to the reported index values in the Ohara catalog.  We observe an average 2.5E-4 difference for the S-NPH2 
prism.  All other prisms fall into an envelope between 1.1E-4 higher and 5.0E-5 lower than our results.  S-PHM52 and S-
TIH14 were compared with cryogenic results in literature.  The results agree much closer for S-TIH14, whose difference 
converges on zero at long wavelength.  The S-PHM52 data sets are on average 1.5E-4 discrepant.   
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Figure 10. The difference between Yamamuro’s indices and CHARMS indices for S-PHM52 (left panel) and S-TIH14 (right panel).  


